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Barosaurus Skeleton

Mastodont Skeleton

Recently found in the 
ROM’s own 
collections, the 
Barosaurus lentus is 
part of a group called 
sauropods, which 
includes the largest 
animals ever to walk 
on land.

Recently found in the 
ROM’s own 
collections, the 
Barosaurus lentus is 
part of a group called 
sauropods, which 
includes the largest 
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Points of Interest

Mastodont

Tyrannosaurus rex 
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? The mastodont, 
Mammut 
americanum, was 
one of the largest 
mammals living 
during the 
Pleistocene, from 
about 2 million 
years ago to 10,000 
years ago. Along 
with the extinct 
mammoth, it 
belonged to 
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Level 2

Splash Screen

-	Shown temporarily before watch app is 
launched

-	User can switch modes on the watch by 
rotating the crown

-	Icons on right side are enlarged when they 
are selected with the crown

-	After a few seconds, context icons slide out 
of view until only the edge is showing (so 
user is reminded they are still there)

Loads automatically

User scrolls down the page

Navigate Screen

-	Acts as a compass

-	Navigation arrow stays static, direction 
appears in middle of the screen

-	User can tap direction in middle of 
compass to show list of directions

-	Next stop appears outside the circle. 

-	Green arrow in the circle shows the user 
what way they have to go for the current 
navigational step



User reaches next navigation 
step

User rotates watch crown User selects the map icon by 
rotating the crown

User selects the “What’s 
Nearby” icon by rotating the 
crown User scrolls down

Info: Barosaurus

-	When crown is rotated, icons slide out.

-	Icon order hints to what direction the 
user should rotate the crown to get to 
what function


The stop is cming up and is 
straight ahead of the user

The user arrives at the stop User taps the “Arrived” 
message

Navigate Screen

-	As user has to turn left at this point, 
the green arrow slowly rotates to the 
right until the distance reads 0m.

-	As user turns to the right, the arrow 
aligns back to the top of the circle


Navigate Screen

-	As the destination is ahead, the stop 
icon enters the outer circle

-	Distance slowly tics to 0 as user 
approaches the stop


Navigate: Arrived at stop

-	User gets popup message they have arrived at the stop

-	Tapping anywhere outside the message restarts the 
compass to align with the next stop

-	User can tap on the message and it opens an image 
and quick summary of what the exhibit is


Info: Barosaurus

-	Image helps user know they are in the right 
location

-	User can tap back button to exit info page and 
go back to the compass

-	User can scroll down to view the 
summary/image


Map View

-	Shows a zoomed out version of the 
explore map

-	POI are shown on map as well as the 
route line, stop and stop number, and 
navigation arrow representing the user.

-	Directions persist on the bottom of the 
screen across all screens except 
navigation view


What’s Nearby?

-	Shows name of current room

-	Shows a list of nearby POIs


What’s Nearby 2

-	POIs can be tapped to bring up 
image and short description


User taps Mastodont User Scrolls down and 
rotates crown User selects navigate icon User taps on direction 

instruction

Directions List

-	Appears in similar format as in phone app

-	Shows only current set of direction 
instructions

-	Ends at the next stop

-	User can press back icon to go back to 
navigate view


Info: Mastodont

-	Back button appears at top of page so user 
can easily navigate back to the previous 
page

-	Directions section slides out of view
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